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ESC welcomes submissions on any topic which falls into the disciplinary purview of “English studies” broadly understood.
All submissions are by electronic means only. Scholars wishing to submit an article for peer review should consult the
“Submit” tab at www.esc.ualberta.ca, where they will be prompted to register as an author and to follow instructions
through our online submission system. Since the author’s name is not revealed to referees during assessment, the title
but not the author’s name should appear on the uploaded article. The author’s identity should be stripped from the
document’s properties. All submissions require a 100-word abstract, a list of keywords, and a fifty-word biographical
statement. All articles and reviews must be prepared using parenthetical documentation and include a list of works
cited as described in the mla Style Manual. Please consult esc’s author guidelines in advance of submission. In addition to scholarly and theoretical essays, esc publishes book reviews, review articles, and short polemical essays on
“the state of the discipline.” Preliminary inquiries and suggestions are welcome. Review copies of critical and scholarly
books should be sent to the Reviews Editor.
ESC is sent to all members of accute. Annual subscriptions for individuals who are not members of accute are cdn $80
in Canada and us $80 outside of Canada. Annual subscriptions to institutions in Canada are cdn $100 and us $120
to institutions outside of Canada. Single copies or photocopies of issues may also be purchased at cdn $25 in Canada
and us $25 outside of Canada. Postage is included in all costs. Inquiries should be addressed to the Journal Coordinator,
esc, at the above address. Change of address notices from members of accute should be sent to info.accute@gmail.
com, and from institutional and individual subscribers to a Journal Coordinator, esc, at the above address.
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